
STORY AT-A-GLANCE

January 11, 2022, the Health and Human Services Committee of the Maine legislature held a public

hearing on LD867  “An Act to Prohibit Mandatory COVID-19 Vaccinations for 5 Years to Allow for

Safety Testing and Investigations Into Reproductive Harm.”

The American Cancer Society is vehemently opposed to this rational bill.  In some twisted,

incomprehensible logic, the ACS claims that banning mandatory COVID jabs would “place the

health of cancer patients at greater risk.” How, one might ask, could that happen, considering the

jabbed are just as likely to contract and spread the virus?

Getting the shot in no way, shape or form protects anyone around you. So, what could it be? One

can only wonder if the ACS’ opposition has anything to do with their “long-standing partnership”

with vaccine maker PXzer, which in 2020 alone helped the ACS hand out $3.7 million in grants  —

but which also happens to produce one of the COVID mRNA injections?

If vaccine mandates are upheld, ACS’ partner, PXzer, has lots to gain. But if mandates are banned,

they could have plenty to lose. Among those who testiXed in favor of the bill was Dr. Meryl Nass, an

internist with a special interest in vaccine-induced illnesses and expertise in anthrax and

bioterrorism.

In her testimony, Nass presented several key reasons for why we need to prevent COVID jab

mandates until there’s adequate safety data. Nass’ testimony is posted on her blog,

anthraxvaccine.blogspot.com.  Here, I’ll provide a summary review of her key points.

The COVID Shots Are Experimental

Yes, the COVID shots are still experimental. No, there are no Food and Drug Administration-

approved COVID shots AVAILABLE or IN USE in the United States, and experimental drugs cannot

claim to be safe and effective. FDA Code of Federal Regulations Title 21, Subchapter D Part 312:[3]

deXnes a medical experiment as “any use of a drug except for the use of a marketed drug in the

course of medical practice,” and vaccines are a subset of drugs, per the FDA.

“While FDA licensed Comirnaty ... only Emergency Use Authorized (experimental) vaccines

are being used,” Nass notes.

What’s more, that term, “safe and effective,” is an FDA term that can only be applied to licensed

drugs and vaccines. Since none of the COVID shots given is actually licensed, they are, by

deXnition, experimental or investigational. Besides, trials have not yet concluded for any of the

vaccine makers. They’re still ongoing.

“No matter what claims have been made regarding these vaccines, they are not ‘safe and

effective,’” Nass says. “Medicines and vaccines are EITHER licensed products or

experimental products. There is no gray area between them in U.S. law.

Whether or not research is explicitly conducted, the use of experimental products

(including those issued under an Emergency Use Authorization) falls under the Nuremberg

Code and under U.S. law regulating experimental drugs. As former FDA Commissioner

Stephen Hahn himself noted, ‘EUA products are still considered investigational.’”

Informed Consent and Option to Refuse Are Required by Law

So, the EUA COVID shots are, by deXnition, experimental, and when a person is offered an

experimental product, U.S. law requires that they provide written informed consent.

Now, the informed consent requirement was loosened under the PREP Act that created the EUAs,

but the law still requires that participants be informed “of the signiXcant known and potential

beneXts and risks,” and “the extent to which such beneXts and risks are unknown.” Moreover, they

must have the option to accept or refuse the treatment.

To this day, participants in this global experiment have NOT been told of the potential risks. They

receive no adequate disclosure form before they’re given the shot, and Big Tech in collusion with

government has censored any and all discussion and disclosure of adverse effects.

Even those who are reporting their personal experiences are censored and/or deplatformed. For a

taste of what those injured by the COVID jabs have had to endure, see Del Bigtree’s interview with

three such victims.

How Liability Is Being Skirted

Nass then goes on to explain why — seeing how the FDA has approved the PXzer-BioNTech COVID

shot called Comirnaty — this product is not actually being used in the U.S.

In short, it comes down to liability. The two products are not interchangeable (as conXrmed in

federal court ) because they are not identical in terms of liability under U.S. law. (The liability issue

differs from country to country, which is likely why Comirnaty is available in Europe but not the U.S.

Everything discussed here applies only to the U.S.)

Indeed, a federal district court judge in November 2021 rejected the U.S. Department of Defense’s

claim that PXzer’s EUA shot, BNT162b2, is interchangeable with the licensed Comirnaty.  Why

would PXzer give up blanket immunity by withdrawing the remaining EUA lots and replacing them

with a product they can be sued for by people who are injured?

The PXzer-BioNTech EUA product, BNT162b2,  has very limited Xnancial liability for injuries and

deaths, thanks to it being under EUA. This liability shield extends to the manufacturer, distributors,

administrators, program planners and just about everyone else involved in the making, distribution

and administering of this product.

Comirnaty, on the other hand, as a fully licensed product, does not enjoy this broad liability shield. It

is subject to ordinary liability claims. Strangely enough, the FDA extended the EUA for BNT162b2 on

the very same day it granted full license to Comirnaty, and PXzer has no plan to make Comirnaty

available in the United States as long as BNT162b2 doses are still available.

Why didn’t the FDA pull the EUA for BNT162b2 once it licensed Comirnaty? They’re supposed to be

identical products, so why the two wildly diverging and contradictory lines of approval?

“ FDA appears to have been acceding to the White
House demand that the vaccine be licensed, in
order for it to be mandated for large sectors of the
U.S. population. Under an EUA, which specifies
that potential recipients have the right to refuse,
mandates cannot be imposed. ~ Dr. Meryl Nass”

By law, an EUA can only be granted when there are no other drugs available, so once a COVID shot

was licensed, all EUA “vaccines” should actually have been pulled. As stated by the Children’s

Health Defense in its lawsuit against the FDA and acting commissioner Janet Woodcock:

“The black letter law is clear. There can be no biologic license approved to a medical

product for diagnosing, preventing or treating COVID-19 if there is also still an Emergency

Use Authorization for the same medical product serving the same purpose.”

I recently discussed this issue with Alix Mayer from Children’s Health Defense. If you are interested

in more details please review the video below.

Unethical Bait-and-Switch

One logical strategy that can account for this unprecedented scenario is because the EUA product

is liability-free and Comirnaty isn’t, and PXzer would rather not shoulder the Xnancial liability of this

shot, considering the enormous number of injuries being reported.

At the same time, though, government wanted everyone to get the shot. They wanted the ability to

push vaccine requirements for work and school. But without a licensed COVID shot, any mandate

would be unquestionably illegal, as anyone has the right to refuse an EUA product. Quite the pickle.

So, it seems this is the irregular workaround they cooked up. As noted by Nass:

“FDA appears to have been acceding to the White House demand that the vaccine be

licensed, in order for it to be mandated for large sectors of the U.S. population. Under an

EUA, which speciUes that potential recipients have the right to refuse, mandates cannot be

imposed.

So, a license was issued, allowing the administration to inform the public that the vaccine

was fully approved and licensed. But in fact, the public was unable to access the licensed

vaccine. Why was this convoluted regulatory process performed? While under EUA, PUzer

has an almost bulletproof liability shield.”

Why They’re Pushing the COVID Jab on Children

Robert F. Kennedy Jr. has offered an additional theory for why the FDA circumvented standard

processes. He believes it’s part of a larger scheme that includes expanding the EUA for use in

children before Comirnaty is released.

Once BNT162b2 is used in children, they can then push to have Comirnaty added to the childhood

vaccination schedule. At present, under the Biologics License Application approval issued August

23, 2021, Comirnaty is only licensed for use in individuals 16 years of age and older.

Once added to the childhood vaccination schedule, Comirnaty would gain a robust shield against

Xnancial liability for injuries — including injuries occurring in adults who receive the shot. 

Foundational Safety Studies Are Only Now Getting Started

Nass also points out that the COVID jab trials are far from over — in fact some have not yet begun —

and until they’re actually completed, no one can claim that these shots are known to be safe. Nass

writes:

“FDA instructed PUzer-BioNTech that FDA’s Congressionally-mandated databases are

inadequate to assess the danger of myocarditis (and other potential COVID vaccine side

effects) and therefore PUzer-BioNTech must perform studies to evaluate these risks over

the next six years  ...

These studies were to be performed on BOTH products: the licensed Comirnaty and the

EUA PUzer-BioNTech vaccine. Note that they include the requirement for safety study in

pregnancy, which will not be completed until December 31, 2025 ...

FDA’s admission that it cannot assess these safety risks, and that up to six years will be

taken to study them, provides us with additional de facto evidence that the PUzer vaccines

cannot be termed safe, as many of the fundamental safety studies are only now getting

started.”

The WHO Does Not Recommend COVID Jab for Children

Lastly, Nass points out that the World Health Organization does not recommend giving the COVID

jab to healthy children, as they experience very mild SARS-CoV-2 infection compared to adults.

“More evidence is needed on the use of the different COVID-19 vaccines in children to be

able to make general recommendations on vaccinating children against COVID-19 ...

Vaccine trials for children are ongoing and WHO will update its recommendations when the

evidence or epidemiological situation warrants a change in policy,” the WHO states on its

website.

“If the World Health Organization believes there is insumcient evidence to support general

vaccination of normal children, why would this committee and the Maine Legislature think

otherwise?” Nass asks.

Summary of Key Arguments

In closing, Nass sums up her arguments with the following list:

All COVID jabs available in the U.S. are experimental products

Potential recipients must by law be given the right to refuse

Mandates negate the right of refusal

Basic questions about the safety of these shots remain unresolved, and some of them will not

be answered until 2027

The WHO does not recommend universal COVID vaccination for children

Parents should be permitted to make individualized decisions regarding their children’s risks

and beneXts from a COVID jab

It’s impossible to make a fully informed decision about the COVID jabs until the public has open

access to all safety and emcacy data, which are currently unavailable

Maine Medical Board Suspends Nass’ Medical License

On the same day that Nass provided these data to the Maine legislature, January 11, 2022, the

state’s medical licensing board voted to suspend Nass’ medical license for 30 days, pending further

investigation, on the grounds of her “spreading COVID misinformation,” which included a Twitter

post linking to one of my articles. As reported by The Hill:

“The board reported that it had received two complaints concerning Nass, who is an

internist in Ellsworth, Maine, and an active member of the anti-vaccine group Children’s

Health Defense ... The complaints alleged that Nass had spread misinformation about

COVID-19.

Nass has reportedly been critical of vaccine effectiveness and supported the use of

ivermectin and hydroxychloroquine to treat COVID-19, despite insu_cient evidence that

they are effective in Ughting the virus. The board is also looking to conduct a psychological

evaluation of Nass ...”

It’s hard to believe that this action is anything but a bullying tactic intended to shut her up, because

she knows her stuff and she’s not afraid to share the unvarnished truth. In its order, the State of

Maine Board of Licensure in Medicine claims that:

“... the continued ability of Dr. Nass to practice as a physician in the State of Maine

constitutes an immediate jeopardy to the health and physical safety of the public who

might receive her medical services, and that it is necessary to immediately suspend her

ability to practice medicine in order to adequately respond to this risk.”

In a January 13, 2022, Substack post, Steve Kirsch commented on the Maine medical board’s

decision:

“Dr. Nass is guilty of prescribing FDA-approved drugs that have been shown in dozens of

trials to be beneUcial in treating COVID  ... Here’s the interesting thing: had she prescribed

nothing for these patients, she wouldn’t have been cited.”

Doctors who save lives using drugs proven safe over decades of use are stripped of their licenses

and ordered to undergo psychiatric evaluation, while doctors who kill patients by either refusing to

treat them or by using unproven experimental drugs are “sane” and get to keep theirs. That’s where

we’re at. It’s beyond tragic.

In the end, though, Meryl — like the rest of us — will be vindicated, of that I have no doubt. I have

had the opportunity to get to know her over the years and have done many interviews with her. I

remain conXdent that although this is clearly a challenge, she will come out better on the other

side.

As most of you know, I've been forced to remove 25 years of free health information from my

website under threats of the technocratic elite.

By popular demand, I am pleased to share with you an exciting update — my entire Censored Library

has Xnally returned! Through Substack, an information sharing platform, I am once again able to

share with you all the valuable research I have gathered through the years.
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January 11, 2022, the Health and Human Services Committee of the Maine legislature held a

public hearing on LD867 “An Act to Prohibit Mandatory COVID-19 Vaccinations for 5 Years to

Allow for Safety Testing and Investigations Into Reproductive Harm”

#

Dr. Meryl Nass, an internist with a special interest in vaccine-induced illnesses and expertise

in anthrax and bioterrorism, testiXed in favor of the bill

#

All currently available COVID shots in the U.S. are experimental. None is licensed. Comirnaty,

which has received full license, is not available in the U.S., and won’t be made available as

long as doses of the Emergency Use Authorized PXzer shot, BNT162b2, remain

#

Since the COVID shots are experimental, U.S. law requires potential recipients to have the right to refuse. Experimental drugs also cannot be

mandated, and potential recipients must give written informed consent. Informed consent cannot be given when reports of side effects are censored

and not disclosed

#

Some foundational safety studies are just now starting and won’t be completed until 2027#
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stanleybecker
Joined On 11/12/2012 3:21:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

so Dr Nass is now being threaterned and intimidated for her defence of human rights - in Modern USA - these antediluvian moral

arbiters have decided to make an example out of her for exercising FREEDOM of SPEECH - Maine licensing board are throwbacks -

dinosaurs that are in the aegis of Big Brother and his subsidiary Big Pharma - Nass's crime is that she is NOT promoting Mengele's and

his successor Snake Gates gene altering intercverntion which is EXPERIMENTAL and FAR from "safe" - so Nass is being burnt at the

stake for telling the truth - much as they did to Bruno for declaring that the sun was central to our planetarry system years before

Gallileo - who and what do these dinosaurs work for ?? - why do they champion untruth and propagandistic lies in their role as

guardians of medical ethics ?? - these pillars of medical society are driving the medical profession into DISGRACE - as Wilhelm Reich

put it when he was cruciXed in a similar fashion by these factotums 74 years ago - "Listen Little Man ! " - nothing has changed -

www.amazon.com/.../0374504016  or there is the kindle edition -

www.amazon.com/Listen-Little-Man-Wilhelm-Reich-ebook/dp/B00DFFJVN4                                                                                                        

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 Bruno's

famous last words ' unlike Galileo who died less than 50 years later, he not only didn't fear torture and death,—literally his last words on

the subject, (spoken to his tormentors just after they had sentenced him)— were deXant: "Perhaps you who pronounce my sentence

are in greater fear than I who receive it."
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rrealrose
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Si, Giordano Bruno comes to the forefront warning people trying to tell the truth! The Pope was/is extremely powerful in keeping

science in check (otherwise fearful of losing donations from wealthy devout patrons and their privately funded naves, niches

and chapels). Bruno's large bronze statue features prominently at the center of the Campo di Fiori, (Xeld of towers) an outdoor

market in Rome, where he was martyred for his beliefs. - - - Stan, so sorry for Dr Nass, as Maine is stuck following an out of date

protocol, behind the times. Changes are quick, govt and political re-positioning is moving even faster, in a blink of an eye.

Don't know how any one person can possibly keep up...its lightning fast. This is for everyone, Start listening/watching about 24

minutes in to this latest Highwire show. - - - - 1. IS THE TIDE TURNING?

the Jaxen report covers Boris Johnson announcing the opening up of the UK and Israel's announcement of the 4th booster

failing to stop Omicron, plus new email details about squelching the lab leak theory. - - - -2) IMPORTANT the attorney who won

the FCC lawsuit against ignoring massive number of reports of health dangers of WiFi in 2013!!! and others speaks about 5G -

giving history of changes, airline altimeter interference and discussing electronic gadget health concerns. Here's the link:

Episode 251: Fatal Flaws - The Highwire - www.bitchute.com/.../WELuICRENqux  
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Guillermou
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The mandates are meaningless because of the grave dangers of experimental vaccines. As reported in the article and written

by Dr. Meryl Nass: EUA products are experimental under U.S. law. Both the Nuremberg Code and federal regulations provide that

no one can force a human being to participate in this experiment.

Under 21 U.S. Code Sec.360bbb-3(e)(1)(A)(ii)(III), “authorization for medical products for use in emergencies,” it is unlawful to

deny someone a job or an education because they refuse to be an experimental subject. Instead, potential recipients have an

absolute right to refuse EUA vaccines. childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/mainstream-media-fda-approval-pXz..  A group of

27 doctors, researchers and advocates last week Xled an urgent Citizen Petition with the US Food and Drug Administration

(FDA) urging the agency not to prematurely grant full approval to any COVID vaccine.

"FDA premature approval of any COVID-19 vaccine could adversely affect the health and safety of US residents, with global

ramiXcations considering the international signiXcance of FDA decisions," the group said. . In their petition, the group outlined

many unanswered questions about the emcacy and safety of COVID vaccines, detailing how data must be collected before the

FDA would consider granting full approval to any vaccine. The petitioners ask the FDA to implement eight emcacy and safety

measures before granting full FDA approval to a COVID vaccine.

Also CHD Robert F. Kennedy, Jr. and Dr. Meryl Nass, on behalf of CHD, Xled a Citizen Petition with the FDA requesting the agency

not only refrain from licensing COVID vaccines, but also immediately revoke the vaccines’ EUAs.

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/petition-fda-get-science-right-bef..  
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stanleybecker
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h rose - watched the Jaken Report on Highwire - the speculation has ended - the evidence is nailed down - the Snake / Falsie

strategy to throw doubt on the obfuscated probabilities has come to an end - the redacted emails are now revealing a clear

conspiracy to hide the truth - the political situation is changing - the momentum must be maintained - the times they are a

changing - www.youtube.com/watch   - Gui - the collapse of the oligarchs will become inevitable - they overestimated their

power - they will pay the price of failure - that is now becoming the visionaries portfolio - the impulse for FREEDOM is too strong

for Mankind to embrace a RETURN to slavery
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juststeve
Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM
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Under EUA, PXzer has an almost bulletproof liability shield & now PXzer cannot poo-poo away the enormous number of injuries.

Personally, this liability shield has been one of the biggest Red Flags since the whole Fauci Circus took to the road. The Vaccine

Court Liability system led down a completely different path than it was supposedly designed for, was already an obscene insult

to those families whose children suffered the most extreme injuries the regular vaccines can produce - to say nothing of those

injury's many suspect Falsey science denies even exist. Instead Falsey & cronies apparently have entertained themselves for

decades destroying top scientist & researchers who dare question or even prove the Ef Circus is a deadly game of I've got mine,

what is your problem.

WTef??? Seriously? On the same day that Nass provided these data to the Maine legislature, January 11, 2022, the state’s

medical licensing board voted to suspend Nass’ medical license for 30 days, pending further investigation, on the grounds of

her “spreading COVID misinformation.” Just when one would think there is no way they could possibly go any lower, they are

doubling down again. Unlike the trials of Galileo or Bruno the public hasn't had the truth hidden from them, they are suffering the

consequences in real time & personally.

When someone goes through something personally, they understand perfectly. To many are suffering personally even if up to

now they have been afraid to speak out. More will though, as those who just went through their 3rd dose, if things continue,

within a short time will become unvaxxed Again, & if having any questions or Xnally refuse treadmill Jab/s become Dirty

Anti-Vaxxers. This cannot stand.
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Maybe the saddest part Stanley is that the mandates are illegal but you can still lose your job and home and means of

supporting a family and all that goes with it.
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stanleybecker
Joined On 11/12/2012 3:21:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

thank yu steve - yes, a daisy chain that constantly turns vaxxed into unvaxxed and then back to vaxxed - never ending -

endlessly providing Big Brother with a monopoly of public attention - the meaning of existence becomes an examination of

one's vaccination status - Nass's trial is a replay of Kafka's "The Trial" - her guilt like WakeXeld's is pre-established and cannot

be disputed - her guilt is rubber stamped by cyphers who automatically condemn her position as being against Big Brother -

society does not forgive her for her attitude to Big Brother - so her guilt is conXrmed and only punishment remains - this

reminds me of James Bond's "Licence to Kill"  -  bee - quite true - but this process must be challenged - one cannot give this

right to life up without a Xght - Nass makes it clear that these penalties as they now stand are ILLEGAL - if you Xght against the

illegality these corporations will think again - both Starbucks and General Electric have dropped their demands for vaccination -

this trend must continue
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juststeve
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Judas Priest, Legacy Media may suppress or hide not only worldwide protest, those in the states & the countries who have

changed course and dropped the whole mess to return to what we always did wouldn't this be grounds for a global lawsuit? Is

that the only go around to get by the current Corporate Corrupted owned systems? So the women interviewed in the Hightower

interview, one can see it's bad enough early intervention, long known strategies & tactics, meds used for the Corona strains of

cold & tu, & for just regular cold strains or tu are locked out. Those sick are denied what has been seen to work across the

globe, here in years past, are sent home.

To for all intent and purposes wait to come back and die, but those with jab/s sickness are also denied to remained sick,

maimed or die. The one nurse regrets and expresses maybe if i had done more research I could have avoided this disaster.

Really? As we have seen for two years & running, such research is scrubbed, denied.

How would anyone know any different when accurate sources like Doc, Proven Right more times in the last few weeks then

Gates/Fraudci would like to acknowledge, is labeled a dangerous quack, full of misinformation? Too bad it's taken too long to

prove Fauci's multi-decades long fascination with so-called treatments causing deaths, yet Doc's advice at the very possible

worst does no harm. The real quacks can't be recognized when they are the ones in charge and get to decide what does or

doesn't see the light of day.
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Thank you Stan for Bruno's famous last words. I think about the opening scene for the movie - "Gladiator" with Maximus offering

encouragement to his cavalry - "Brothers, what we do in life ..... echoes in eternity."
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The Devil is in the details, the bottom video is full of details, things come into sharper focus! RFK's book, The Real Tony Fauci is

full of details, it's well worth it.
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WOW, this was quick! Laura Ingraham on Fox News is going to bat to end covid restrictions, posted about 1 hr ago:

www.msn.com/en-us/health/medical/doctors-call-for-end-of-covid-restric..  
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Joe Rogan is vindicated - so is Doc by proxy. Jab/s cause myocarditis in young men.

www.youtube.com/watch?v=QLsN4CykjkE&list=RDCMUC3M7l8ved_rYQ45AVzS0..  
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Hi Stan, great post. Can you offer your thoughts on what follows in quotes? "Informed consent to medical treatment is

fundamental in both ethics and law." The article (and LD867) cover this as to experimental drugs only. If the above quote is also

true for approved drugs, then how can approved drugs become mandatory as implied by the article and LD867?Thanks for

responding.
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Glad you brought up Giordano Bruno, I relative of a good friend of mine :)
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They're merely attempting to assassinate Dr. Nass professionally, but she is in very good historical company. On the other hand,

the crooks who are gaslighting her may Xnd out how things typically end for tyrants the hard way. When they face their trials - or

the mob, as the case may be - with neither vindication nor honor, what shall they have to say?
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stanleybecker -- well said. Wilhelm Reich, Raymond Rife, and many others less known whose works and reputation THEY

destroyed for money and control. Who do these dinosaurs work for?? It's a highly-organized international click of bankers, CEOs,

politicians, etc.

who meet regularly as we know and who really truly are 'dinosaurs' as you accurately pointed out, literally, because THEY go

back centuries as Rosicrucians, alchemists, Templars, Crusaders, mason guilds, whose secret lodges the worldover need to be

bulldozed and sprinkled with salt as Ancient Romans did to Carthage, Romania, and other places they brutally and unfairly

exterminated so that no place would ever be resurrected again, though in this case justice would be served. And in place of

these lodges plant trees in their spaces which will do a ton more Good than THEY ever did, and THEIR secret societies be

purged, dissolved, members prosecuted for crimes against humanity and against Earth, and THEIR secret societies made illegal

the worldover. That would be a good start toward fostering World Peace.
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Turnabout is fair play. Let's observe for 75 Years to 'Allow for Safety Testing and Investigations Into Reproductive Harm' from vaxines. I

am really struggling to relate to the world and times I am living in. While WWII is still recent history, leaders and a large segment of the

population are condoning internment camps--actually death&denial of rights camps--for people who are healthy and have committed

no crimes.

In certain European countries, you must pay a tax to the govt for the privilege of being a church member. In Austria, you may be

condemned to a debtor's prison if you refuse to pay (or are too poor to pay) a tax for being un-V-ed... not sure if this one has yet been

enacted into law. In parts of Australia, police can assault you for walking down the street or sitting on a beach all by yourself without a

mask.  All this pettiness and control of people's lives.

Meanwhile, many parts of the world have been facing catastrophic natural disasters, the economy is collapsing, crime, supply chain is

broken and even the mail has slowed to a snail's pace, grocery store shelves are empty, unemployment is growing (in spite of the

propaganda we are told to the contrary), gas prices are increasing, medical care is dimcult if not impossible to obtain but you can

move to the head of the line if you want to be jabbed, schools are closed, there is a shortage of housing. I guess you can add to all of

this craziness the testing mandates for the un-V-ed, needed to keep a job, when there is a shortage of test kits. This effectively

discriminates by preventing them from working.  Politicians and our leaders need a swift kick in the patootie to the sidelines.

Like any employee who does not perform, it is time for them to be Xred. It's time to clean house. (BTW, kudos to the new governor of

Virginia!) The time is long past to pretend the emperor is wearing clothes. Sanity must be restored None of this is about health Rather,

it is the greatest wealth transfer in history.
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stanleybecker
Joined On 11/12/2012 3:21:48 AM
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Almond - the American ethos is summarized in the slogan "TIME IS MONEY !! " - no other nation has highlighted this central role

of "money" to such an extent - my point is that the goal of the wealth accumulators in the USA has reached this pinnacle of

desire and monomania because this religious worship of wealth has become the national religion in the USA
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Of course, Almond, nothing for health, everything for the beneXts of the globalist elite. The most recent Oxfam text highlights

that every 26 hours a new billionaire emerges in the world, while the ten richest men in the world accumulate six times more

wealth than the 3,100 million people in greatest poverty. “Economic violence” is perpetrated when structural political decisions

are made for the richest and most powerful people. This causes direct harm to the poorest people, women and girls, and

racialized majority groups.

Inequality contributes to the death of at least one person every four seconds. Six times more people suffering from famine-like

conditions since the fake pandemic began, 11 people die every minute of hunger, now surpassing deaths from COVID-19,

Oxfam warns, Overall 155 million people worldwide world are now living at critical levels of food insecurity or worse, that is, 20

million more than last year. Around two out of three of these people go hungry mainly because their country is in war and

contict. www.oxfam.org/en/press-releases/six-fold-increase-people-suffering-fam..  The "vaccines" are being used as a tool of

the Great Reset, the genocide of this plandemic is marked by the economic crisis and endorsed by the damage of the

"vaccines".
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM
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The investigations mark the path of genocide. Research published in Viruses reveals that spike proteins from vaccines enter

cell nuclei and wreak havoc on the cells' DNA repair mechanism, suppressing DNA repair by as much as 90%. In a normal,

healthy person, the NHEJ mechanism repairs DNA and prevents pathogenic mutation from occurring. But in the presence of the

spike protein from the vaccine, the emcacy of NHEJ is suppressed by up to 90%, meaning it cannot do its job due to the

suppressed ability to recruit proteins for repair.

This leads to an explosion of cancer, loss of production of B and T cells of the immune system, autoimmune disorders and

accelerated aging. 5G exposure, chemtrail exposure, food chemical exposure, mammography, and even sunlight exposure will

wreak havoc on those who have received mRNA vaccines www.mdpi.com/.../htm  www.brighteon.com/.../hrreport  In a new

study, if people do not receive the necessary dose, they will be more vulnerable to Delta and Omicron than if they were not

vaccinated. This means the vaccines help the virus infect you (by suppressing your immune system) and the boosters do more

damage, according to Dr. Ryan Cole. It means they lied to us.

stevekirsch.substack.com/.../new-study-shows-vaccines-must-be  (12/25/2021) The link is very interesting with lots of

supporting evidence. For example; The SARS-CoV-2 BNT162b2 mRNA Vaccine Reprograms Both Your Adaptive and Innate

Immune Responses The vaccine damages both your adaptive and innate immune systems.

jessicar.substack.com/.../the-bnt162b2-mrna-vaccine-against  (12/16/2021) If these vaccine deaths develop based on the

current situation and the reinforcements of the experimental "vaccines" continue, the US will witness a mass genocide, fulXlling

a holocaust greater than the Nazi Holocaust of World War II.. www.brighteon.com/ed93f88e-03a8-4257-9907-7b3356711d85

 (01/20/2022)
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Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM
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Guillermo... Your comments on DNA repair mechanism are exactly what people need to understand. Thanks for sharing.
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juststeve
Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Unfortunately for the 99% the many Rockefeller Systems are not in the business of supplying needs, they generate scarcity &

then suck the blood & life out of us all. Part of the Control to come out of the Divide & Conquer to Control.
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

A stock market crash is next. Anyone with a 401K heavily weighted towards stocks needs to move everything to something

more stable.
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epi-cure
Joined On 5/12/2012 7:02:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hello Stan   I would read more of your observations if I could Xgure out a way to bill you for the service. Signed, a good

American. Alright, changing hats here, right on for the comparison of the irrepressible Bruno and Nass other than she gets to

Xght another day. As Good_Hands observed farther down this column, when she takes them to court, they will bail and settle at

the thought of discovery.
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM
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jamNjim... You are correct about the risks posed by owning an IRA has nowadays. Besides, govt knows every penny you have

invested and can seize accounts at any time. I am pretty much out of the stock market right now. A good goal is to be Xnancially

solvent.

You can carry debt for tax purposes if you are capable of paying it off immediately. Otherwise, do not live beyond your means or

go into debt. Figure out what you can do and make for yourself so you do not need cash to buy it. For example, food production.

Home remodeling. Think about how you can reduce your reliance on services (utilities, medical, etc.) you must pay for. Network

with others and also share labor. Be neighborly--don't expect to be paid for every good deed! I am very saddened to see

teenagers who expect to be paid for helping an elderly neighbor.

It never used to be this way. Not everything is about money. Savings money is as important as income. It is not all about how big

your salary is, but how much you have left at the end of the year.

A wife at home may be a good investment in that respect. Everything you do for yourself to support your household adds up. A

dollar saved may be the equivalent of $2 earned once all taxes and expenses are deducted. I recall what my mother-in-law said

when someone criticized her for not working outside the home.

(She raised a large family and helped run a farm!) She was canning peaches that day and pointed to her countertop Xlled with

jars saying, "This is how I work and contribute to my family". I, too, am criticized. People ask what I do all day long. Maybe if

they got up at 6 a.m.

in summer and watched they would learn. My husband insisted I learn to handle my own investments so I could cope if

something happened to him. I put up our food, manage our 50-tree orchard/vineyard/berries, do some writing (pays poorly), and

help with construction and physical labor. I also run a household and all that requires.

Animals soon. I don't care what people think
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The very people who ordered and/or conducted Dr Meryl Nass's psychiatric evaluation, are themselves in need of psychiatric

evaluation. Further, considering that they oppose the prescription of medications that can actually help people with COVID instead of

leading them to the ICU and their deaths by medical neglect, those same individuals and all others thus opposed, must be permanently

imprisoned for pre-meditated murder.
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stanleybecker
Joined On 11/12/2012 3:21:48 AM
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there is no "neglect" - the article makes it clear that hospitals are motivated by Pharma bounty
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bahmi0
Joined On 8/13/2010 8:00:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The disinfo proffered by the Maine "disciplinary" board on the part of Nass is greatly exceeded by the knapsack of lies and

distortions regarding safety and emcacy bleats on the part of those authorities, usually state governors and state "health"

commissioners. The two most rabid promoters of "vaccine" shots, whether they be placebos or kill shots in the Nutmeg state,

are the governor aka King Ned and his formerly ordained member of the Yale professoriate who has come out hard and fast

pro-vaccine, pro-test, etc. She went from the no-nonsense academic world at Yale to the non-truth world of disinfo in one fell

swoop. She bubbles over when blabbering about the magniXcent virtues of Covid "vaccines" "Go get 'em, they're free" People

accept her blather My, oh my, Reiner Fuellmich would love to sink his legal talons into this pair of winners!
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tireguy
Joined On 4/27/2011 9:51:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

In the Soviet Union, dissidents were also forced to undergo psychiatric evaluations and treatments. So in the good ol’ US of A,

the medical maXa is doing the same. Don’t forget, Dr. Paul Thomas lost his medical license for publishing data proving that the

unvaccinated children in his practice are healthier. This was after the Oregon Medical Board asked him for the data to prove his

Vaccine Friendly Plan described in his book had better outcomes.
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NewlandsWanderer
Joined On 6/11/2015 6:59:28 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Absolutely right mirandola! Below is one of Meryl Nass's articles exposing the fraudulent poisonous trials into HCQ. One of the

sponsors was Gates. They had to trash early-treatment protocols including life-saving antivirals (including IVM) because

otherwise they would not have got the go-ahead for the jab agenda:

ahrp.org/covid-19-has-turned-public-health-into-a-lethal-patient-killi..  
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katndognco
Joined On 1/1/2011 2:56:59 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Epoch time’s story yesterday; m.theepochtimes.com/exclusive-wife-stands-off-with-hospital-to-keep-he..  
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Stanleybecker, point well made, thank you! BahmiO a stack of lies are afoot, as are psycho-projections of peoples' own

shadows. If people did their research instead of taking everything at face value, we might have a different picture. Of course,

that is why the truth is being censored ,because the powers that be already know this true fact. They need to be imprisoned for

treason and murder, and the coverup thereof.

Tireguy, whew, whistle, this sounds right! It's bullying in the most vicious way. I believe people have every right to refuse the

psych eval, and to not cooperate with it. Further, we can be assured that those conducting such an "Evaluation" are paid for the

desired result. Sick people.

It is amazing how many really sick people in trusted positions of authority are walking around free. It is time for people to wake

up and realize that the human race is a mix of light and dark in our psychological state, and that we must not automatically trust

the powers that be, of necessity. Ask questions, highly indicated, gullibility can be to the death. Newlandswanderer, thank you

for posting that terribly important and shell shocking report.

I couldn't get through it. I stopped after reading how they would only scale down high dosages of HCQ to patients with liver

failure, but not for those with abnormal liver tests who just so happened to be dying and unable to swallow their own food, on

life support tubing. Once again, it is amazing to Xnd out how many whackos are walking around free. The wheat however, is now

being sorted from the chafe.

It is time to permanently imprison all who give such orders and also, those who comply. Even the *** were "Merely following

orders". KatnDogNCo just the Xrst summarizing paragraph of the article you linked, is hair raising. It is just amazing how

heartless people can become when brainwashed, frightened, and in a state of mania.

That's just what it is now. We must call this out. Thanks to all! Further Insights, info welcomed!
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balhawk
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Tireguy stole the words outta my typing Xnger. Same as the old Soviet Union.
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Raythe4th
Joined On 7/16/2012 8:10:52 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Sounds like they need soul evaluations…as they’ve all apparently lost theirs somewhere along the way. Probably for a handful of

silver pieces. Reminds me of the following verses: For whosoever will save his life shall lose it; but whosoever shall lose his life

for my sake and the gospel's, the same shall save it. For what shall it proXt a man, if he shall gain the whole world, and lose his

own soul?..Or what shall a man give in exchange for his soul?-Mark 8:35-37
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM
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Balhawk, Raythe4th, Right on! Thank you both! I do believe there are many people who give a care. We just have a lot of crazies

in public omce, because they are bribed from the get go, which means that they are corrupt just to accept it also, from the get

go. I believe most people desire to do good....most...normal....people. (What might the psyche evaluators have to say about

that, heh?Time to show them down).
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NewlandsWanderer
Joined On 6/11/2015 6:59:28 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr Nass is the embodiment of a top doctor, not only being true to the code of "Xrst do no harm" but a researcher fearlessly uncovering

the Truth. Her revelations about the poisonous fraudulent trials into HCQ (sponsored in part by Gates) are a perfect example of why

the power-seeking proXteers behind the current jab agenda want to silence her - and why they were intent on destroying non-proXt

making early treatment life saving antivirals,. Countless thousands died due to their demonic malfeasance.  There has been so much

coercion going on to push people into having the needle that the question of responsibility has rightfully reared its head.

If someone is being coerced into having a booster -- do those employing bullying tactics become responsible if the person is injured -

or dies?  This would include government ministers big pharma doctors, even talk-show hosts, and the vilely complicit media. Robert F

Kennedy Jr is now highlighting this case which hopefully will gain traction and have more lawyers and compensation-seeking

individuals joining it: PXzer and others may have no-liability, but they have demonstrably lied. And those ruthlessly pushing the "clot

shot" must bear full responsibility for what they are doing childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/bill-gates-indian-government-lawsu..

 Finally, the term "trust the science" has become an insanely meaningless meme, often used by Gates and pharma stooges

everywhere: The insanity of it highlighted here: twitter.com/.../1  
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stanleybecker
Joined On 11/12/2012 3:21:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

hi Newlands - I scrolled down your Twitter post to Xnd the Labour message that the Pharma narrative should continue and that

Johnson is crazy - what is your opinion ?? - who will get the votes ??
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Thanks NW, compensation for damage to the "vaccines" that will be clearly insumcient. Robert F. Kennedy, Jr, is especially

concerned about the fate of children where "vaccines" not only cause immediate damage but drag a lifelong loss of immunity

that will make them slaves of the pharmaceutical MeXa. Crimes against humanity and crimes against children funded by federal

policy.

In a January interview on Del Bigtree's "The Highwire"—"COVID-19: Following the Money"—policy analyst AJ DePriest, a member

of the Tennessee Liberty Network, on the undue intuence of federal aid money on school policies and hospitable. One of

DePriest's disturbing take-home messages is that this educational lucre came with signiXcant strings attached: federal strings

that are persuading disgraceful school board members to adopt policies unfavorable and even dangerous to the health and

well-being of students. students. childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/covid-stimulus-funds-dangerous-tyr..  (01/20/22) The

Brownstone Institute argues, "If we go ahead with vaccinating our children without adequate safety testing, then we will present

them with a potentially catastrophic risk, including death in some." www.naturalhealth365.com/brownstone-institute-3462.html

 “Vaccines” against children is a crime against humanity: TEN RED FLAGS IN THE FDA'S RISK-BENEFIT ANALYSIS OF PFIZER'S

EUA APPLICATION TO INJECT AMERICAN CHILDREN 5 TO 11 WITH ITS MRNA PRODUCT

tobyrogers.substack.com/p/ten-red-tags-in-the-fdas-risk-beneXt  (Oct 25, 2021)
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nickjj
Joined On 12/21/2021 4:40:09 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Not to get off the main topic, but I was wondering if you see any parallel between the program that forced shots on servicemen

and women during Desert Storm under Geo. "New World Order" Bush Sr. (leading to Gulf War Syndrome about which the

government poopooed and used deniability) and the current vaccine program forced on the population by a government entity.

It was such a cruel abandonment of those who went over to Kuwait at that time, and I sense the same air of dismissal for those

reporting reactions and serious health events from the FauciVax...Chilling.
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NewlandsWanderer
Joined On 6/11/2015 6:59:28 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hi Stan - In the UK the Labour Party appears to have been hypnotised and cloned to believe the psycho-sponsored agenda. The

conservative party do have some awake members in it. The Reform Party is talking sense but with few members or seats.

However, with most of the population in a state of state-sponsored anxiety and confusion, and Boris Johnson (generally a

pathological liar) appearing to chameleon-like change his tune - I have no idea what is behind this apparent change of direction.

If there was an election today I think the conservive party would win. But the WEF and the globalists are probably planning their

next move while Labour and the Conseervatives continue their age-old squabble. Thanks Gui for a great post and some very

important links.  It really is the case that we are victims of State-sponsored criminality, orchestrated by global entities who owe

much to Mr 666.

@nickjj I think your suspicions are well founded. Robert F Kennedy Jr warns here about governments who will readily use fear

as a weapon: twitter.com/.../1432562424390037504  
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Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Newlandswanderer, "Trust the science" overlooks the fact that sin is as old as Adam and Eve. And that human beings have

psychological light and dark alike. When so blindly trusting, we are living in denial of our human state. I do very much believe in

the light as core to our spiritual being by the way..Yet, the dark side is now becoming apparent in regard to how abundantly

present it is, society wide..People need to open up their eyes..The more we live with awareness, the more we can steer the boat

and navigate the waters of life, in an effective and healthy way..Further, asking questions is part of good science..People really

need to do their research..So if you want to "Trust the science", do the scientiXc thing, ask questions; It's a must.
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Katy69
Joined On 1/7/2013 12:54:02 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You have no idea what is behind Bojo’s apparent change of direction, Newlands, but some of us can hazard a pretty good guess

based on your “pathological liar” assessment. One consistent feature of the scamdemic is the deliberate disorientation of the

public by constant tune changing - masks don’t work, yes they do, so wearing them is compulsory; we might have to lockdown

this Christmas, no we won’t, but we had to last year because of a new variant and we might have to this year because of a new

variant; there was a party at number 10, but it was a business meeting and so on and so on - ad nauseam. Our politicians and

mainstream media assume on the face if it that we are gullible fools but in private are laughing at our naive acceptance of their

insulting bull sh*t. Lies breed more lies until only those still taken in by Boris’s lovable clown antics will be inclined to vote to

preserve one of the last bastions of privilege (along with Royalty, orthodox medicine, and the class system ) - the parliamentary

system and the House of Lords - in this Xn de siecle decline and fall of the British Empire writhing around in the last stages of

its demise.

We tend to forget that Boris is motivated by Boris‘s sense of self preservation and selling his grannie for a shilling to stay in

power is par for the course. The supposed relaxation of “rules” would likely be rescinded as soon as his authority is restored. As

for the Reform Party, its title may suggest radical change. Yes, the establishment is done for as even Liz had to admit by

demoting her disgraced son, Andrew after his kiddie Xddling affair, but no mention in the Reform party manifesto of ending the

globalist, technocrat, big Finance agenda, nor their puppetmasters controlling their government puppets Party politics is so last

year Plus ca change, one must assume, plus c’est la meme chose.
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johnpage
Joined On 9/24/2021 2:40:16 AM
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well here in the uk we are dropping covid restrictions as of now which to my mind is great news it means at last the message is

begining to widen to larger percent of the population, next on the list is the jab, my advice to my american friends is dont allow your

goverments to roll over you stand strong for you and yours and for your neighbours and fellow states rise as one become again the

country you once were. i am british and you fought my ancestors who were controlled by the monarcy and the bankers well you may

have ousted the monachy from your lands but you allowed the bankers to stay and grow strong those same bankers control your

goverments and institutions and they control you, cast yourself off and become your own power the power of the people make

abraham lincoln proud WWG1WGA
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innovativest
Joined On 6/17/2011 10:32:06 AM
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Please do not think this is only due to the clairvoyance of the British government, the affair of Mr Johnson in the crazy party has

a lot to do. By relaxing measures, news about Johnson are blurred and he can gain time until the tide is over.
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Good_Hands
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Some are also theorizing that the relaxing of restrictions is designed to coincide with the increase in deaths from the vaccines,

and this would give the cabal the ability to say, "See? We relaxed restrictions and people died, so we need to bring back the

restrictions."
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Yeoj56
Joined On 2/26/2018 8:52:02 AM
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Just a small correction, Abraham Lincoln was controlled and Xnanced by the Moneychanger International Bankers. They also

Xnanced the War of Northern Aggression, making a top heavy Centralized government possible that eschews States Rights. We

in America have a monarchy with many little despots in DC.
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MoMac46
Joined On 3/8/2021 3:24:35 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

John page, You are fortunate in England you have been freed of masks and the covid pass. In Scotland we are still restricted.

NIcola Sturgeon of the Scottish Government has been in conversation with the World Economic Forum but refuses to publish

any information. Even though we are part of the UK she is playing a tip for tat with Boris Thank you Dr Mercola for the article I

don't see how any laws can be upheld now The world has gone mad and has been turned upside down Family values have gone

Gender is confusing there aren't just two genders anymore Wrong doing prevails and evil is getting away with actual murder God

help us all.
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bfr27915
Joined On 9/26/2021 5:38:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Good_Hands - Thinking like a chess player, and not the chess piece.
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This could have something to do with it. drtrozzi.org/2022/01/15/now-covid-culprits-in-uk-gov-under-criminal-in..  
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Capri, I'm hoping that has a lot to do with it. BFR, yes, there appears to be a lot of chess-like strategy afoot these days, but I

must profess that my response is as much rooted in distrust of our world leaders as it is in strategic thinking.
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Good_Hands - An honest man. I will always have your back.
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good hands, Yes to some degree - also suspect politicians will Xnd some way to hide vaccn deaths and injury, not sure how this

may play out.///stay tuned!
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The UK omcial statistics 'surveillance' data tend to be complete and comprehensible, though evidently politicians and

journalists do not make the effort to comprehend this information. As interpreted by Canadian Drs Trozzi and Alexander this

indicates "negative emcacy" for these 'vaccines' (gene therapy). See article titled "Devastating 2nd week report of negative

emcacy" at drtrozzi (dot-org).   To tackle this many-headed Hydra, the Pharma-Military-Industrial Complex requires more than

appointing new people to head the existing organizations.

It means that the 'Xnancial incentive' system has to be dismantled entirely. Untrammelled greed has brought about such deep

corruption that both media and elected omcials are unable to challenge the sales pitches (aka the "safety and emcacy' mantra).

Money-control systems are targetting for takedown any doctors who still have integrity and who take seriously the "burden of

care" for patients and who hold "do no harm" as a guiding principle -- i.e. the doctors we would want to consult!   The spiritual

aspect is that we are being tested.

We need to pray for an awakening of the heart connection and integrity in both the leaders and the general population, and for

protection of all who defend the right to freedom of choice. And, the moral compass includes not just thoughts and prayers

(important as those are) but also action. It only makes sense to support the independent legal initiatives and lawsuits in the

area of anti-trust, tort and criminal investigations. So let's hold onto the thought that this can be turned around, and do our best

as individuals to stay free.
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I nominate Dr. Joseph Mercola as the next Director of a reformed FDA. A grassroots campaign can successfully intuence the

choosing of the next Director of a reformed FDA ........ post Biden, that is. Let all Mercolaites unite and tood the Executive Omce with a

strong recommendation for Dr. Mercola ........ again, post Biden. We The People can do this.
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I agree but they should have nominated Weston A Price for the Director of the earliest FDA in the early 1940s. Maybe once all

the goons like Gates, Fauci and hopefully some of the Globalists like Kissinger, Soros', Clintons, etc. can be taken down,

changing FDA leadership can be changed FOREVER! We will then need a lot more nutrition classes and schools for the masses

to learn how to care for themselves and new insurance companies to rewrite their rules to help pay for it all.
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No, el graf, the whole bureaucracy has to go. There is a reason our founders were very clear in the divinely inspired directions

they gave us. everyone is responsible for themselves.  Just like public schools..There is no Xxing them..They were designed to

do exactly what they have done, its not a mistake..We got along just Xne, actually better, before government took over

everything they have no lawful grounds to take.
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The doctors going along with this are going insane. Seriously. Many are acting in sadistic and sociopathic ways. One prominent doctor

described forcing people to die on ventilators and laughing at them as though it were a sexual fantasy.

Guilty consciences? I'm now afraid to see doctors. I don't trust them and they may (secretly) feel like the medical professionals I've

been reading about. This cruelty is not limited to us unvaxxed either.

They have been letting Covid patients die over the past two years. Deliberately giving them ineffective treatments for $45,000 per

death reported. I agree 100% with Dr. Madej's idea of setting up a parallel/underground medical system. It looks as if our current

model is set to collapse.

If so, that's no loss. The globalists mean it for evil, but medical corruption has been going on for years. Speaking as an iatrogenic

survivor with SSRI damage I got blamed for. Let the baddies go down.
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Agree. I was just approved for state medical insurance and now I’m second guessing whether I should go? I’m more worried

about going to a doctor and being physically assaulted (labeled as anti vaxx and/or forcibly/accidentally jabbed) than I am a bad

neighborhood! I’d like to get my Vit D checked and any other recommendations from the community here.
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I do believe that the system is going to fail because of side effects, deaths coming to light. No amount of censoring

is,ultimately, going to succeed in completely obscuring the truth. There is going to be a natural cause and effect, people will

defect from BigPharma to natural medicine, I predict it. Pain and suffering causes eyes to open and breaks denial RIght now,

with the dark tying to the light to be seen, denial is still either breaking, or waiting to be broken But it will happen, with time, I am

sure of it.
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When state & federal governments have turned into enemies of the people & much of the medical establishment, whether by

commission or omission, assist in orchestrating your demise, it is indeed a sad & tragic state of affairs.
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Tyranny has bedfellows. Truth is the enemy of tyranny.  My conjecture (give me some rope - but not enough to hang myself) - does Dr.

Nass wonder if her parents teaching her as a child, to stand for truth and honesty, would then cost her, her medical license as a

Doctor?
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We must never cave in to tyrants, who really are better said to be brutes. Why should Dr Nass shut up out of fear of

de-licensing? Absolutely not!
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It's hard for me to understand people who place so much faith in modern medicine, the healthcare system, government, because I

have personally seen so many miracles in my family alone, miracles like healing from cancer, healing from lupus, healing from death,

yes death as my grandmother was found dead on the toor for 3X days, her joints were stiff and after the paramedics picked her up she

came back to life in the morgue and went on to live for a few months and died shortly after accepting the Jesus as her Lord and Savior.

She has 2X death certiXcates/records in Santa Barbara, CA. I personally was born dead and revived by a doctor, as my umbilical cord

had suffocated me. I'm alive and well today thank you very much, sharing my experiences and the fact that the body does not live on

bread alone but on the WORD and KNOWLEDGE OF GOD.

A good diet, exercise, rest are all Xne things, but if you are dead inside and in the mind, there's only so much all of that will do for your

life and longevity. True healing, I believe, STARTS with the seeking of JESUS/YESHUA/YHWH, HE manifests healing through numerous

vehicles, sometimes it's a WORD OF KNOWLEDGE to change a diet, maybe dealing with UN-FORGIVENESS in your heart, maybe it's

instant but most important know HE is REAL and ALL THINGS ARE POSSIBLE, and let HIM do the rest! This doesn't mean you have to

be a religious nut as even JESUS himself chastised the church/pharisees/elite of his time, Jesus is about a one on one relationship,

not politics of the church or religion. Rome was so threatened by HIS teaching that they invented the counterfeit "Catholicism" to divert

allegiances from Christ. That's why the church and politics are hand in hand.

It's takes more faith (scientiXcally not probable) to believe that "NOTHING" randomly created our universe/earth/people than to simply

believe in the CREATOR.
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Every human being has a legitimate individual right to refuse, for any reason, to take any drug in any form regardless of whether it has

FDA approval or not, or is required by law or not ! Contrary to the implication within every mask or jab mandate or law, human beings

are not government property. They are not its slaves and stockyard animals to be muzzled and jabbed. Their bodies, their lives, their

wealth belong entirely and exclusively to themselves, not to The State, not to "The People", not to "The Nation".
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To think all these years we thought we were free human beings here i the US. NOT
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Absolutely Arthur, please read my previous comment.
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Where are the lawyers and why are there not lawsuits over this?
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Add as Friend  Send Message

The very same people who set up this agenda and those who are executing it remain doing so. Who in their right mind would

ever believe it would stop? At this very moment they are planning the next aspect of agenda and will execute because they know

there is no accountability for them on this earth. Just look at the very fact Fauci is still in position spewing his evil ways Gain of

function research continues unabated Why would this end?
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broski
Joined On 5/13/2014 5:56:08 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Brodiebrock. Yes the plan is in it's infancy. Cold and tu still and always will exist to be exploited. There are too many zombies

too far down the road to wake up I think about 18 more years of this s__t.
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LexiPWC
Joined On 12/6/2018 1:00:15 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Seems like the simple solution for those being forced to take the vaccine is to demand to get Comirnaty, not the experimental one's

currently available. This would force the government to provide people with the approved drug which provides individuals the right to

sue if issues arise. Basically play the game back on the drug companies and the government omcials who are getting paid by them.

The part that really makes me so upset is that our government uses our $$$ to pay these companies resulting in those omcials get a

fee for giving them the money that they never earned.
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violanewman
Joined On 8/15/2008 8:49:51 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I'm not a doctor at all but Tylenol depletes your glutathione. It's the worst advice this one lady could have been given - she's having

reactions to toxins in her body and they tell her to take something every four hours that depletes your body's major antioxidant????
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tallulah3
Joined On 4/21/2021 9:26:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Tylenol is poison
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kentmckee
Joined On 10/1/2012 12:25:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

ANYONE who recommends Tylenol is a fraud and an imbecile whether its a doc or nurse or PA......
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

violanewman, Most people are completely aware of the dangers of Tylenol. No longer remember the number of deaths

attributed to this unsafe OTC drug, also causing a high annual number of injuries too.
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DiaTrig
Joined On 2/5/2021 2:23:28 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Maine Medical Board are Xlth, and should all be put in jail for the rest of their lives. My patience is running thin, so at this point they

would preferably be hung for treason and genocide.
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stanleybecker
Joined On 11/12/2012 3:21:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

as robb points out - the rope is so much cheaper than inprisonment
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Even if the Reset succeeds these doctors will not proXt. The globalists have determined them mostly non essential in the world

they've got planned. A lot of angry mobs will form when the SHTF. If not before.
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RampagingManatee
Joined On 5/15/2021 1:16:19 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Nobody told the dunces in black robes Corminaty isn't in use? They're forcing health care workers to be lab volunteers?! Nobody

thought to bring this up???
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Arron Siri, ICAN's attorney and a vaccn injury attorney, reviews the Supreme Court and its ruling on last week's Highwire show, if

interested.
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birdhummingsong
Joined On 7/23/2014 5:02:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I really wish people would understand all of this dancing around is mute. Mandatory vaccinations, or any medical procedure or device

is UNCONSTITUTIONAL. There is only one law, and that is the Supreme Law of the Land. No exceptions.

The law is very clear; it says what it means and means what it says. No interpretation is necessary. How far have we fallen when these

corrupt supreme court justices are lying about facts, instead of upholding the Law they swore an oath under penalty of perjury, to

uphold? They are not there to legislate, they are to uphold our God given rights.

It says nowhere in our founding documents, which include the articles of confederation and the declaration of independence, our

rights are only valid until and unless our public servants make up some kind of emergency, and then they take them away. Any law that

violates our founding documents is NULL VOID AND WITHOUT EFFECT. All American citizens have a duty and responsibility to refuse

to follow any law which violates our God given rights, and that more than doubly includes the military. How can you Xght and take an

oath to defend the rights of the people, when you do not even know what that means, and you are allowing yourselves to be violated by

a corrupt criminal, and therefore illegitimate government.

The moment any public servant steps outside their limited delegated duties, they no longer represent the government and can and

should be sued personally. The last two years should have made it clear to even the dumbest that our very lives are at stake and in

danger, due to rampant ignorance and corruption. Unfortunately, we are drowning in useful idiots, bred and brainwashed to serve the

evil ones, and destroy all that God has given us. all it took was the consent of the peasants, who refuse to evolve above the slavery of

the last millennia.

Only divine intervention can save us now. Only if we humble ourselves and ask, then take appropriate lawful and spiritual action.
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kecronin1gmail.com
Joined On 12/10/2020 10:19:10 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

In response to Maine wanting a psychological examination of Dr. Nass, Psychiatrist, Dr. Breggins, warned that this would happen - You

have your opponents found mentally unsound. Here is an excellent interview he had with Dr. Mary Singelton where this topic among

others are discussed. Dr. Singleton, who is both accessible and brilliant, points out the murder of so many women during the middle

ages as witches. www.podbean.com/.../pbblog-vfhs2-488ef  Why relevant?

Today instead of burning us, they say we don't exist. There is no true feminine divine spirit that seeks the perpetuation of the species

but just transmutable machines like an old computer that needs upgrading. As Fredrich Hayek wrote in the Road to Serfdom, for the

collectivists, individual rights are just an abstraction ....the only rational thing that exists is collective duty. This in turns leads to the

conclusion by Sotomayor what is the difference between a “human spewing a bloodborne virus” versus a “machine spewing sparks." If

they have their way the answer will be none.
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Ringer2
Joined On 8/30/2011 7:33:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes! Peter R Breggin MD and Ginger Ross Breggin wrote COVID-19 AND THE GLOBAL PREDATORS: WE ARE THE PREY.
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Emilyette
Joined On 5/31/2007 12:17:27 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr. Andrew Moulden studied vaccines for years. He has found that they all cause damage. He mysteriously died before his time. He

was about to expose something about vaccines that would open peoples eyes.

Even the Supreme Court said that vaccines were unavoidably unsafe many years ago. Doctors just believe what the drug companies

teach them about their drugs. If you research the beginnings of any of the vacs that alone should open your eyes. For instance the

polio vax was tested on the drs grandchildren and they died There is so much to learn about all of this Not to forget this is NOT a

vaccine in the Xrst place.....also that it is experimental.......makes the user the guinea pig!! Too sad mHoping for your recovery Good

Luck.
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Yes!
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julymcml
Joined On 8/2/2021 7:41:50 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Keep Xghting these school-yard bullies of the Left. The truth will soon set us all free....free of their tyrannical methods of false

leadership. Pray for courage to be given by God to all those in medical Xelds to speak up and proclaim the truth throughout the world.
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Lionel11
Joined On 5/5/2021 10:08:34 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Our insanely money driven healthcare industry, 20% of our GDP, will never get their cred back. Nor should they.  When knowing

hospitals are Xlled with people determined to murder you and you still walk thru American hospital doors voluntarily your

outcome is deserved.
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I'm designing T-shirts. "A Pox on Docs"
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Siggysauer
Joined On 10/8/2021 8:12:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

July: I am praying this happens in my lifetime!
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jsmccord7
Joined On 2/16/2010 1:16:48 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The dirty dogs will go down......I saw International Criminal Court serve papers to British police to close their vaxx centers.....!!!! So

with that said there may be be a long list of people that have complied with this stealth genocide....and my be held accountable for

knowingly going along with the plan...that "we were told to do it and followed orders" will NOT cut it....!!!! It is an eugenics agenda all

orchestrated ......I seen it with my own eyes in March/April 2020 on the Rockefeller Foundation.....they had the whole "Corona Plan" on

their website.....but it was taken down because the link for their "Corona Plan" got circulated too much and exposed their diabolical

agenda....it was dated from 2010/2011.....Yep it was all planned out folks.....that's why it called a plandemic.....!!!!
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Wandamurline
Joined On 12/23/2021 6:04:47 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This is a money maker...PXzer made 36 BILLION in the last quarter and most of Congress, Soros, Gates and Fauci along with PXzer are

pocketing millions. How can a Supreme Court knowing the law concerning the Neuremberg treaty rule that mandatory shots are

constitutional? There is a stink coming from the SCOTUS of rotting corruption. We are NOT getting disclosures and permission slips to

sign to take the jab....we are told to take it or else.

I wonder how many of the deaths are actually COVID deaths, since we lose between 185,000 and 250,000 people each year from the

tu, yet we have never shut down our country and mandated vaccines...probably because the tu shots do not make the money these

experimental gene therapy shots do. I wonder how many people hospitalized are actually there because of Covid and how many are

there for other problems and just happen to test positive. If the money stops to the hospitals....you will see a dramatic drop in Covid

infections....
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Joe_Below
Joined On 3/17/2020 11:04:08 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

They won't give up on their dream for depopulation.
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wallguy
Joined On 12/19/2015 10:23:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

They are not done. They have not given up. They have pulled back on throttle to save some fuel and rethink the next strategic move.

There is too much invested to roll over now..There will have to be bigger rats jumping ship with detailed written proof of fraud and

deceit, along with iron clad protections from any prosecution in charges of wrong doings..No one is that scared nor worried..They are

legally all protected from any or all death and injury..These folks are just getting going.
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balhawk
Joined On 12/11/2009 3:56:56 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Nass will come out on the better side of history, but the stooges of the cabal who suspended her license will not. They'll be lucky to

avoid ending up on the wrong side of pitchforks or nooses in the end.
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This is why you must become more self-reliant… Society is collapsing. Just a few examples. The justice system is broken.

www.vaccinesandchristianity.org/2021/01/30/hospital-holds-woman-hostag..

 rumble.com/vlo53d-political-prisoner-the-couy-grimn-story.html  Shelves are bare.

Goods are not produced when people are not working. Once factories shut down, it takes time to get them operational again, even if

raw materials are avail and delivered on schedule.  www.youtube.com/watch  (Counting our blessings that we were able to Xnd local

lamb and afford it for our New Year’s dinner.) Also, shortages of various kinds of animal feed. Only one cashier may be working in

smaller or medium-sized stores.

There is no one available to unpack shipments being delivered. Larger stores may be entirely self-serve with no employees avail to

help in nay department. Dressing rooms closed due to shortage of employees or simply closed due to covid. Only exchanges allowed,

no refunds if it does not Xt.

You want to buy pre-covid auto parts and electrical supplies. Hubby just discovered the last 2 cables he bought are nonfunctional crap.

Tried to get medical care for an infection related to a work injury, Took me from 9 a.m. to 6:30 p.m.

standing in line to see whatever doctor was avail. (I will prob never be able to see my assigned doctor.) Felt sorry for many people with

(sick) children who did not realize they needed to bring their own food and water. Ineffective treatment, so I am back to doing my own

doctoring. You can move to the head of the line if you want the “***”, though.

Tried to complete Xnancial transactions this morning. Everyone is working from home (switchboard cannot reach them) or in

conference call meetings. Delays in returning calls. -continued-
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

-continued- We may be hiring teenagers this next week. They tell us they expect school to be canceled—again (=home

study)--but they may not know far ahead of time. So much for the educational system. Ships backed up at California ports.

Areas around Vancouver BC ports tooded and roads/railroads out. Not much moving. Roads were blocked with snow across

I-90 on Snoqualmie Pass because Washington State would not let one county with un-V-ed employees operate snow plows!

This further disrupted supply chain distribution as goods from western ports that could not reach the northern tier and other

parts of the country. Meanwhile, changes in laws prevent unvaxed truckers from crossing the US/Canadian border.

Estimates that this will result in 18% fewer Canadian loads of goods… possibly as much as 33% fewer US loads entering Canada

(?). “Old people” clothes and shoes are selling for ridiculous prices at estate sales. Right-of-ways are lined with trailers and

tents of the homeless.  Drug addicts on street corners begging.

The southern border is wide open while border agents spend their time chauffeuring illegals to hotels and diapering babies.

Except, maybe, in some parts of Texas? Crime is surging. Freight trains being openly looted.

Stores looted. Break-ins and stolen vehicles—anything not sunk in concrete or welded in place getting ripped off. Soaring

murder rates. Bizarre violent crimes.

Human tramcking. Lockdowns, quarantines, mandates. Meanwhile, the complicit media asks Biden what his favorite tavor of

ice cream is…
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You may think that you are not special, so i am reminding you that each of us is unique. We have been given special talents and skills.

Th only reason to have them is to use them. Otherwise, it would be the same as not having them.

So do whatever it is you are doing and keep doing it. Reach out a bit further to tap your yet unrecognized potential. It will take many

people reaching out and coming together in different ways to support each other. If it is truly in your heart, you will follow up with

action.

This is the story of an inspired man. He could have said, "I am just a cowboy. No one wants to watch me ride a horse." Instead, he took

what he knew how to do and did it to the best of his ability. rumble.com/vlo53d-political-prisoner-the-couy-grimn-story.html  What

about those prisoners who are doing their best just to hang on?

One thing I especially do not want to hear is, "I am just a housewife, a mother." This is also your time. No job is more important than

raising the next generation. A friend of mine who is prominent in a well-paying technical Xeld told me, "I only earn the money. My wife

does the most important things She is at home raising our sons." Remember, "For the want of a nail, the battle was lost."
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ric5998
Joined On 3/23/2021 11:44:36 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The EUA's for COVID injection products stands illegal, according to the multitude of studies demonstrating there are in fact safe and

effective alternatives. They are currently illegal.
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ric5998
Joined On 3/23/2021 11:44:36 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

In Cruzan v. Director, Missouri Department of Health 1990,  Chief Justice Rehnquist wrote the opinion for the majority. Rehnquist Xrst

amrmed (supported) that "the right of a competent individual to refuse medical treatment" So you are doing more damage than good

by limiting this Constitutional Right to reject EUA products.
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Tomsprincess
Joined On 10/20/2021 4:10:49 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Oh good. We’ve devolved into telling women they are “crazy” or “anxious” when they present with physical symptoms a doctor can’t

understand. I have a neighbor who has had these same problems since his COvId shot last summer. He is male.

The don’t tell him it’s a panic attack - they just say they don’t know and can’t possibly be the vaccine.  As someone who suffers from

military related ptsd and related problems (including migraines) I can tell you - it’s NOT a panic attack and any actual doctor knows

that. This is sickening. These women took these shots due to their job and willingness to be proactive to protect health - and now they

are being shoved to the side..Atrocious
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paulsroses
Joined On 11/13/2021 1:22:26 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The tide is turning, WOW!
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Emilyette
Joined On 5/31/2007 12:17:27 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I think if you're employer insists you get the shot to keep your job, you should make them sign a paper saying if you have adverse

reactions they will pay you as long as you are suffering or a certain amount for your family if you die. They need to be responsible.
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MaxDuncan
Joined On 8/15/2021 9:23:21 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If we want to change the current situation - we can start at the local level and work to eliminate corruption and graft in our cities and

counties. Here's a man who is doing just that:  Running Governor Exposes Shadow Gov During Select Board Meeting then illegally

Trespassed: www.bitchute.com/.../hPzkS9cT2lrk  
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Emilyette
Joined On 5/31/2007 12:17:27 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

They don't want to pay you comp or whatever, because then they'd be admitting it's their fault! They knew what could happen. We are

dispensable. A lot of what I've read, says we're the targets.
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Horsea
Joined On 5/7/2007 4:05:34 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

There are no safe vaccines. Ideally, in the minds of 99% of the population even including most "natural" healers", vaccines would

completely prevent (not just reduce the effects of) socalled infectious illnesses. However, acute respiratory and other such conditions

are not degenerative diseases - they are a cleanout. We need to talk about this to the general public as well as the halfwits in charge of

"public health".

A cleanout is a reset - a good thing. It is absolutely counterproductive to prevent such discharges of old metabolic wastes and outright

toxic material ingested through diet, water, etc.  Severe cases will require professional treatment if the patient is so toxic that the

symptoms of this cleanout put them in harm's way (or maybe not; most are at the end of their lives).
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Lee1959
Joined On 9/13/2021 8:36:46 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I read the link that catdognco. All I can say is WOW. Dr. Linda Soucie is a butcher. The way she treated that man is likely criminal..I will

remember that name, Dr Linda Soucie..What an arrogant, moronic B-tch.
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headache2
Joined On 2/19/2017 5:30:31 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Notice of Liability www.doweneedthis.org/.../notice-of-liability  
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MaxDuncan
Joined On 8/15/2021 9:23:21 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Editorial Report from the BMJ, 19 Jan 2022: Covid-19 vaccines and treatments: we must have raw data, now

www.bmj.com/.../bmj.o102    www.bmj.com/.../bmj.o102.full.pdf  
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There can be no doubt that our government is bought and paid for by the most sinister creeps ever to walk God's green Earth.
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Reminds me of the saying, "We have the best government that money can buy."
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wwalkerware
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Everyone who has any relationship with a lawyer, encourage them to bring suits against hospitals, governments and omcials, best to

have doctors as the complainant. This wonderful doctor who is the subject of this article should sue. Lawyers should take all cases

pro bono--free.
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And we should not forget that Dr Kary Mullis died in 2019 for being vocal against the PCR tests and Farci.
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your news source?
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Do an internet search.
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He supposedly died from pneumonia. Further info:

www.reddit.com/r/conspiracy/comments/hwb3b1/kary_mullis_inventor_of_th..  
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Pneumonia = CIA tu
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The FDA has strayed from its original goal as a "federal consumer protection agency" when it became Big Pharma's lapdog. It needs to

be entirely disassembled and rebuilt and all existing employees now and as of 15 years ago, tried for participation in lies and

deception. LONG prison sentences too. It has not been a legit agency since the Thalidomide disaster.

Thalidomide was developed and Xrst released by the small, relatively new German pharmaceutical company Chemie Grünenthal in

1954. The company had been established by Hermann Wirtz, Sr, a Nazi Party member, after World War II as a subsidiary of the family's

Mäurer & Wirtz company. The CDC and everyone associated with it must also be tried for crimes against humanity through lies and

propaganda. The CDC is not a gov't agency as so many believe....it develops and patents its own vaccines often before a need even

comes out to the public....."Say what  Yes, the covid 'vaccine' was developed and patented before the world EVER heard of 'covid' Now

what does that tell you about the CDC (and the FDA)
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I've read that you should treat yourself as though you had the So called Covid, with Ivermectin, etc. From my experience with my issues

(not from the jab) I've found that taking Zeolite has helped me a lot. It takes heavy metals out of your body. It took me 3 months to see

a difference My hope is that it could help you too.
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els7211
Joined On 6/15/2021 8:53:17 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

A 55 year veteran of Epstein Barre Virus & Lyme disease, also manufactured illnesses, for 30 years scores of doctors, medical

professionals, treatments, ridicule, disrespect and refusal to treat were part of my downdized life, the other part was horriXc suffering,

neurological dysfunction and mental health issues / abuse. I get you. I could have asked you the same questions 5 years ago and

gotten the same responses you received. Save yourself.You have to identify and make lifestyle changes necessary to cure your

mystery disease.Heal thyself, doctors never will.They are worried about themselves and their practices.Period Every lyme patient lives

in your shoes sometimes for decades Good luck ladies Tough challenge to Xnd peace out of all this.
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Can't Xx stupid. King County (Washington State) Xred the unvaccinated, now pays $103 an hour to Xx stamng crisis.

mynorthwest.com/3315750/rantz-king-county-Xred-unvaccinated-now-pays-..  
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You got that right! Happening all over…if I was a young, single nurse I could make lots of money “Xlling in” for these idiot

hospitals. However, I am sure it is a *** show when you get there. I heard from a reliable source that the University of Ohio

hospital has its ICU RN’s caring for 4 patients instead of 1 due to the shortage, AND makes them work 15+ hr. shifts (don’t know

if that’s lawful).
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I was behind an 18 wheeler yesterday that had billboard size advertising signa all the way around it that said "HIRING ANY AND

ALL DRIVERS $2,500/week!" It didn't say by the mile, by the hour, or by the number of loads. It said $2,500/week to drive a truck!

Prior to this manmade, self inticted, logistics crisis, a truck driver's average income was around $65K. Now they are doubling it

to $130K to get them to come back! Like you said. YOU CAN"T FIX STUPID! Lets go BRANDON!
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We are living in an upside down world. All of the sci-X movies have become reality
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You might like this.....worldyturnings.blog/.../plandemic-9-from-outer-space  
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Hey Lionel. I'm following your blog.
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I haven’t seen that movie. I need to watch it
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Joined On 12/22/2021 7:56:13 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

And another one today! Alex Newman’s father is being murdered in a South Florida Hospital. Rise up people!

www.brighteon.com/1ad7249b-23d3-41be-b096-03b8d7c27f7a  
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I'm sure they are well aware of reproductive harm...........amongst other effects.
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My "4th" daughter, best friend to my real daughters, had the shot. She is a nurse. She knows we are antivax and they all were

talking about periods and she mentioned that her period is much lighter now...
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It does not surprise me that the American Cancer Society advocates forced vaxx. In researching cancer, and then this depopulation

agenda, I noticed that most of the scientiXc papers published mention the "noble cause" of cancer therapies, including the biocircuitry

technology in the kill shots.
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Add as Friend  Send Message

In one Dr Mikovits interview, she said ALL diseases are in the vaccines. Part 01 Dr. Judy Mikovits Drops bombs-Fauci exposed!

www.brighteon.com/d74e5db2-61a9-45d9-8ad9-382d99b493f5  Part 02 Dr. Judy Mikovits - Vaccines exposed "It really is a

bioweapon with graphene"www.brighteon.com/93b15568-0c64-41d9-9b2f-dc505ffc263e  Part 03 Curing Covid Dr. Judy

Mikovits talks about shedding - Jab recovery. www.brighteon.com/08245747-e6b2-40e4-b56f-e2c391089421  
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I am surprised that there are not lawyers banging down the doors to sue for vaccine mandates for something being forced that is not

approved and is not an actual vaccine or approved.
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Maybe TPTB threatened to revoke the attorney licenses if they engaed in anti covid vax adjudications. sarc
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globalist scum use the greedy and envious useful idiots to perpetuate this crime. They all need to be punished.
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Well at least the greedy, envious idiots soon will be. I predict a day when doctors will be ashamed to admit their profession in

certain social settings. A lot of people view them with distrust and hatred already.
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Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM
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"Informed Consent"...."experimental Drug/Vaccine".. It's all a joke! The people injecting you can't give you informed consent because no

one, except a few people at PXzer and Moderna (maybe Fauci), even knows what's in these mRNA jabs. Just ask for a MSDS sheet at

your local clinic. It is required by OSHA to have one for every chemical a business has on their premises...Just try to get one and you

will soon Xnd out you can't get one...Without this document there is no way you can have "informed consent"...CASE CLOSED! If an

employer mandates you get this jab then send a certiXed letter with a return envelope to the head of HR asking for the MSDS of the

jab(s) they insist you get...PXzer will give you a partial list of ingredients...One of them is Polyethylene-Glycol (Miralax)...Yep!

MIRALAX! Does any of the sheeple who got one or multiple jabs of these mRNA shots know they just got injected with a laxative that's
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MIRALAX! Does any of the sheeple who got one or multiple jabs of these mRNA shots know they just got injected with a laxative that's

a petroleum product?
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ElectionFraudInvestigator
Joined On 8/2/2021 10:07:09 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The reason PXzer keeps sending the same forms over and over again is they are trying to catch her in a lie or a deviation from her

story.
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ejf908
Joined On 3/10/2021 9:55:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Maine is way too close to CANADA. The MMB caught whatever happened to medical authorities there. The Xlm “Invasion of the Body

Snatchers” is a seminal documentary that explains the MMB’s behavior. I suspect Trudeau is one of “them.” He talks a lot about eating

bugs...I’m so grateful to Doctors Nass and Mercola...A word of well-intentioned advice: communicate with MMB only over ZOOM.
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tallulah3
Joined On 4/21/2021 9:26:59 AM
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I wish someone would cram some bugs down his throat
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM
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Tallulah, for my part I wish someone would jab Bloody Bourla with multiple syringes of the toxic crap he's forcing on us.
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glennsgirltoo
Joined On 12/22/2021 7:56:13 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

So not only are these experimental shots killing people, the hospitals are intentionally killing people also. Do you realize how many

were most likely given drugs to kill them, Remdisiver for instance? People need to wake up to the reality that this is all about Eugenics

and control. rumble.com/vswr4q-whistleblower-hospitals-killing-for-organs-this-is-a..

 ~ www.redvoicemedia.com/2022/01/33-year-old-single-dad-kidnapped-by-hosp..  
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Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM
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Shame on doctors!
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NewlandsWanderer
Joined On 6/11/2015 6:59:28 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This is an extremely moving and well researched letter from a mother who rightly does not want her son vaccinated. Everything she

says is on target. She exposes the total lack of empathy, humanity, and concern for her son and children in general who are being

mindlessly sacriXced on the victim-littered altar of pHARMa. www.hartgroup.org/testimonial-a-mothers-account  
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If we could pull away from this crazy society I'd be Xne with letting it self destruct.
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ElectionFraudInvestigator
Joined On 8/2/2021 10:07:09 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This is so shocking, and the public at large is completely ignorant of the dangers of these very dangerous injections. And it's really

hard to get the word out.
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Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I can get the word out. But they just laugh at me. Even when I show all the evidence. My mom called Dr. Zelinski and Robert

Mallone fringe weirdos Because they aren't on TV.
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NewlandsWanderer
Joined On 6/11/2015 6:59:28 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

@ ElectionFraudInvestigator - You're so right! It's really tough to get the word out. So many good compassionate truth-speakers

censored! @rensmith23zohomail.com: Sadly most people's research takes place in the space between the end of their nose and

the TV screen. So sad. I have the same problem with people I know...Their minds have been pre-programmed by the

propaganda so as not to accept anything but the "Omcial Version" of "reality"!
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glennsgirltoo
Joined On 12/22/2021 7:56:13 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

How many of you are aware of what is happening all over the country in our hospitals? They are intentionally killing people that are

unvaccinated. www.redvoicemedia.com/2022/01/docs-tried-to-kill-unvaxxed-could-face-c..

 ~ www.redvoicemedia.com/2022/01/receipts-hospitals-paid-to-kill-provider..

 ~ www.lightsource.com/ministry/understanding-the-times/covid-chaos-consp..  Stew Peters has been broadcasting this atrocity.

Glenn Beck had the wife Anne Quiner on his program yesterday also...This happened here in Minnesota, but it is happening all over the

United States!
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arthurrieloutlook.com
Joined On 1/5/2021 7:58:06 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

glennsgirltoo, I have informed my oncologist that I refuse to receive any COVID jab. I have asked him not to keep asking me if I

have received the jab, or plan to get it, for my answer will always be "No". He has recorded my refusal in my medical chart.  I am

concerned that if my cancer should recur, and I am admitted to the hospital for chemotherapy, I will receive a COVID jab without

my knowledge and consent.
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

These people are unsafe to be around. They don't value human life. Sociopaths will kill whenever convenient.
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Lee1959
Joined On 9/13/2021 8:36:46 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

No kidding! Scott was horribly mistreated. "Dr." Linda Soucie needs to have her medical license suspended.
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HighTreason
Joined On 7/4/2021 4:41:08 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Like all tyrannical regimes, complying with their treachery and selling your soul has its short term rewards. However, when the tide

eventually turns, those that sold their souls to the tyrants and committed crimes against humanity will Xnd themselves in a very sticky

situation indeed. Nuremberg 2.0 may well be conducted by the People, not the corrupt political classes. The People will not be

amused.

A little known fact that mainstream media deny- after WW2, the German people lynched journalists that were complicit in spreading

Nazi propaganda. No trials-no opportunity to make feeble excuses. The People knew they were guilty of spreading mass lies. The

anger of the People was unstoppable-they were lied to, so no mercy was out on the table.

Thus, the lessons of history have not been learned by those making short term gains by complying with orders and mandates that defy

conscience. Doctors that participated in giving experimental drugs to children, following orders to suppress informed consent and

violating the Hippocratic Oath will Xnd themselves receiving no mercy from parents who have had their children murdered , sterilized

and maimed. The medical profession will be tarnished for many, generations. The drug companies will suffer an even worse fate.

Faucigate will become a huge story-pity that mainstream media may well have collapsed beforehand- they should have been salivating

over such a story. Once his full history of malfeasance and bullying is revealed, he will rapidly go from hero to one of the most reviled

Xgures in history. Hopefully he will not be given the opportunity to kill himself. The thin veneer of civility will wear off very quickly.

The angry mob may well lose its marshmallow softness, leaving behind raw anger. The French Revolution could be a picnic by

comparison. Doctors, beware. The People will know who sold their souls.
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Lynchings were not always racial. In the old west they had no real law so the sheriff would say, "These two saw One-Eyed McCoy

steal that thar horse after shooting the rider. This hyar's a tall enough tree. Git a rope." Justice Old West style.
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Joined On 8/30/2011 7:33:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, history has many records of survivors Xnding the collaborators in many countries. I just now viewed many by using search

words WW2 collaborators.
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sha5731
Joined On 10/11/2021 4:26:14 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dear Dr.Mercola, beaucoup thanks for all the information you put forth.The vindication of these physicians soon enough.I am sick of

being told up is down and down is up..How about we return to integrity and sanity
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violanewman
Joined On 8/15/2008 8:49:51 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

These ladies need to see functional medicine doctors or doctors who treat children with vaccine injuries. They need to detox

themselves. There is a lot of things they can do to hep mitigate their injury but it won't happen in mainstream medical America
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MrPlod
Joined On 1/21/2022 3:04:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

What ever happened to "Innocent till proven Guilty". If a Doctor feels the need to prescribe Ivermectin or Hydroxychloroquine, ('Cus it

works well) and is convinced of their Emcacy and "Will do No Harm", then Why/How can Anybody state the "Go to Comment", that

there is "Insumcient evidence that they are Effective"....... ? And ViliXed that Doctor as being Mentaly impaired....! Where is "Their

Proof".......? Where are the Medical Journals that Prove that comment...?

Who's Responsibility is it to Prove one way or the Other.....They have had 2 yrs to prove their Point...! Where are the studies...? Where

are their Damning Reports, and incidents of Deaths by "The Horse Medicine" as they refer to it.! Yes it is used by Vetnarians ......but

what They don't Highlight is the Fact that there is a Human dosage Also. If They want proof it works, just look at Africa and other Poor

undeveloped country's , like parts of India and South East Asia....... But they won't ....because they will be proven Wrong.
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navisos34
Joined On 10/9/2017 12:07:57 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr Nass' should initiate a court case where her statements can be either proven or challenged in legal terms. Suspending her form

practicing medicine may then be either legal or illegal.
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stanleybecker
Joined On 11/12/2012 3:21:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

the courts support the propaganda narrative of Pharma
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr. Nass has not been the only doctor to be Xred or stripped of their licenses. NO dissenting views can be allowed according to

the tenets of the Lockstep pandemic response (showing signs of tears and rips in its opacity). The courts are running the

wishes of the executive branch, at least until the EUA runs out.  Meanwhile Omicron cases are quickly dropping in some parts of

the world Here's the latest from Dr John Campbell showing UK, US and other country's current conditions - "Multifactorial

hospital admissions" - www.youtube.com/watch  - about 25 min long.
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seedsaver37
Joined On 4/28/2020 2:58:31 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

rrealrose, I have watched a number of Dr Campbell's videos, and he makes it easy for a layperson to understand.  This is a fairly

typical comment: " When you really think about it, it is truly incredible and a sad fact that a doctor siting in a room in the north of

England has done more for many us around the world by given us clear scientiXc information without all the hype and fear

mongering, give us good advice and done so much more for us than the combined recourse of the m.s.m media and

governments. You really are to be commended for all your hard work and for bring to us some sanity through out this pandemic.

Thanks Doc.
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Good_Hands
Joined On 11/18/2020 2:03:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

navisos, you're absolutely right. If she Xles a suit and it makes it to court, then the discovery phase will allow for all of the

evidence to be established on record in support of the truth. Since the cabal can't allow that to happen, they would more than

likely settle the case before discovery is allowed and reinstate her license. All it takes is one lawsuit getting into the discovery

phase to allow the truth to be fully documented in a way that would subsequently be available to legal teams everywhere.
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Good hands - please realize many US courts are not interested in hearing individual cases. Federal Judges ARE APPOINTED,

these people are paid by and work for the Federal Govt - Dept of Justice, which appears to be acting on behalf of the Executive

Branch, not acting as an independent check to excessive executive power. Not uncommon for courts to delay, or toss the cases

out due to EUA. Few lawsuits even get to discovery!
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wwalkerware
Joined On 11/13/2009 2:05:29 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

EXACTLY! navisos, this entire mess WILL GO AWAY in 48 to 72 hours if the DOCTORS and LAWYERS started sueing. If a hundred

thousand doctors sued, and a hundred thousand lawyers took those cases pro Bono (on the house--BECAUSE THEY SHOULD)

and just keep Xlling lawsuit after lawsuit against cities, towns, government and government people personally and in their

omcial positions, this whole horse and pony show would go away without a doubt.
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Mena9609
Joined On 1/21/2022 2:07:23 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I would like to know more of any cases with prolonged lymph nodes swelling after vaccination. Seems like some had experienced over

3 months of seelling..why is that happening ? Are there any studies on this subject? I am concern about the Sweden study that

suggest vaccines can cause a DNA injury and how thst can impact people with blood cancers.

Are people with Mastocytosis or mast cells disorder at risk to severe autoimmune response with vaccination ? Are there any studies

on this?
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, listen closely to Dr Bhakdi discuss in English, how the spikes enter lymph systems and affect the nodes. You are jumping

without any parachute - there were no safety studies (autoimmune people excluded from clinical trials) so take these shots with

an autoimmune condition? as these gene-therapy drugs are causing autoimmunity in key organs in the body. You can Xnd links

to Dr. Bhakdi and start listening, he gave a series of short lectures starting at the beginning of the Christmas holidays..Simple

and clear descriptions for the layperson to understand..The mast cell discussion is elsewhere..Will look for a link later, later

today.
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Mena9609 - Here's the Dr Bhakdi video to start with, although he discusses lymph nodes in an earlier lecture. IMPORTANT - DR.

SUCHARIT BHAKDI! - www.bitchute.com/.../QhuqYxZcrqAF  - still looking... more earlier information here: Sucharit Bhakdi -

Coming Autoimmunity, cancers, deaths from Injections (12-2021) - www.bitchute.com/.../lSLInNtZrRYm  
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lobos
Joined On 6/19/2006 7:59:45 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It doesn't matter what's put out there from our side. They still contain, control us and the info and the rest of the public, no matter how

small, (remember the 1% for change which could be their side), want the unvaxxed eliminated. The technocrats are moving ahead full

steam. Next will be climate change or whatever they're currently planning at Davos.

Austria has mandatory vaccinations. Macron demands everyone get vaccinated. The backing off of vaccines, IMHO, is a ploy for an

election year. Once the vax promoters are re-elected, the hammer will fall twice as hard as in CA and NY.

This is more about CBDC, central bank digital currency. They need Vax passports for that. The solution.... dump your cell phones get

off the internet. They can't conquer MX b/c 16% of the ppl don't have internet service We're creating our own hell, paying a monthly fee

for it  Convenience is a weapon.
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yep, you are so correct. It's inconvenient to go without our electronic devices. I'm seriously considering dropping my AT&T

account all together. They announced that they would boot One America News (OAN) this month.

It's the one channel that reports news almost the same way Dr. Mercola does Everything Dr. Mercola claims about the vaccines

OAN reports on their news. Weekend mornings are the best time to catch them doing interviews with doctors prescribing

Ivermectin or slamming the vaccines. They are way more conservative than FOX...There's no spin or drama So when that

channel gets dropped I'm cancelling my AT&T My phone is also with AT&T. I'm killing that account as well...Here's a link to an

article concerning OAN being CANCELLED: www.nytimes.com/2022/01/15/business/media/one-america-news-directv.htm..  
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lobos
Joined On 6/19/2006 7:59:45 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

@JamNJim, also, my isp has been going thru emails. It doesn't happen on my mainframe, but it happens on my tablet. Long

time to download, they they download again after being erased, mail ends up in my junk folder which has no Xlters on, sent mail

is there, too. I hear this from others across the country, even in BC.

My friend who had texting on a verizon android would NOT get messages sent to them. I was using google voice at the time.

Using another texting app for my tablet. They're planning for one larger censorship, not sure when, but IMHO, they are.

Stay strong.
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dropping internet because of the expense and addiction. Looking into replacing my "smart phone" with a landline. I found out

you can jerry rig a hotspot. You can't watch videos or use Zoom  But you can pay bills, check your email, and visit sites like this.
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lobos
Joined On 6/19/2006 7:59:45 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

@renam, we lived without them before, we can do it again and most likely be better for it. Also, Zoom has chinese ties as tiktok.

So nothing lost there. And I now have over a thousand channels on our system and there's nothing to watch.
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Joined On 1/17/2012 8:03:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Check out Consumer Cellular, they piggyback on either the ATT or T-Mobile 4G networks, the choice is yours. They are "half" the

price, no contracts, and good customer service. www.consumercellular.com  
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jjautomotivelockzoomtown
Joined On 12/31/2021 9:45:00 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Well, I am not a scholar by any deXnition, but I still have an opinion. First off, I was surprised to see that this started off in Maine, not

only a blue state, but somewhat bordered by an ocean. I always say that if the salt air from the ocean can eat the paint off of a car,

then it can certainly eat the brain cells out of the people living there. That is why most coastal states on the east and west coasts are

blue, cause the salt air has eaten their brain cells, leaving them stupid.

Dr. Nass gave a fantastic and truthful presentation to the Maine legislature. But on that same day the medical board suspended her

license, which was bad enough, but is also demanding that she receive psychiatric assessment? So my second question is, who is

over the board? Who is pushing them to do 'their' dirty work?

Or is the board themselves dirty? How did this affect the legislature in their decision? IF they've made the decision at all. The

legislature should not go have the medical board, if allowed.

Cause she had TRUTH and FACTS as part of her presentation. Surely they could see, after the fact, that the medical board had no

reason to do what they did.  I think I'm thinking of the end, when we go after ALL these people who have destroyed our lives, our

country, and in fact the world for their own greed. That's all this is, and what angers me even more.

It's only been in the last 6 months that I even knew of the name Klaus Schwab. I thought all along that Gates was at the bottom of this.

And have always thought, he had (at the time) 75 billion dollars, and he does nothing with it...every year forbes reports 75 billion

dollars. So why in the world is he doing ALL of this to get more money, for him to just sit on?

But I'm rambling, the point it, all these people helping this are not going to have 75 billion, maybe thousands. But when the end comes,

I'm sure most of them will say they were being forced. The german guards said that too, and they were still imprisoned.
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Turfseer
Joined On 5/29/2021 9:45:49 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

We have reverted back to the days of the Salem Witch Hunts. Watch 1692 Was a Very Good Year. www.youtube.com/watch  
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Emilyette
Joined On 5/31/2007 12:17:27 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr. Oz does not know anything of value. He was probably paid off.
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meyer.home
Joined On 4/5/2011 9:07:04 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

To the ladies in the video, please look into progesterone. More speciXcally, arginine deXciency.  Middle age can drop progesterone

levels in women and many have a low levels without knowing it. When there are lots of toxins and the like in your system, a good

amount of progesterone is needed to detox your system.

I am someone who has dealt with this due to lots of toxicity and have gone through over a decade of detoxing. When I got to middle

age and was still detoxing, my progesterone level dropped causing similar symptoms. Eating warming foods helped me a bit but didn't

Xx the problem until I Xgured out the connection to progesterone. For me, I was on the edge meaning my progesterone level was Xne

unless I detoxed too much.

So I would only have the symptoms every 6 or so months apart. But when I had symptoms, they would be intense for about half a day

or so. I do not have them anymore as long as I don't detox too much and I keep a certain amino acid up in my system...  That amino

acid is ARGININE. It is critically important for the body to produce progesterone.

Also, be aware that arginine can cause some viruses to activate like the cold sore herpes one. To deal with this, make sure you take

some Lysine with it.  Detoxing is what the medical establishment does not understand. I dealt with these convulsions for years and

years until I Xgured this out.

Supplementing with Arginine and Lysine is easy and safe as long as you keep the amount to a reasonable level. Also look into arginine

foods and other nutrients needed for progesterone production. It really sucks that you are having to deal with this. It's so stressful to

not know when the next convulsion will hit and the exhaustion and pain associated with convulsing like this If this does help, please let

me know It would be nice to help someone...
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ElectionFraudInvestigator
Joined On 8/2/2021 10:07:09 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Election fraud is exactly the same.  Joe Brandon is not a legitimate pretendent.
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Lionel11
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Josef Liden
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dso9183
Joined On 3/19/2014 9:03:05 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I'm certainly not trying to minimize the numerous "vaccine" horrors, but there's a larger con going on here. Thus, "decision makers" may

seemingly back off of mandates, but I strongly suspect another calamity will ensue: new pandemic, Russian threat, energy crisis,

severe food/water shortage (who knows?). What is clear is that Central Bank Digital Currency types like Klaus Schwab have a

deXnitive goal to make groups of people south of "billionaire status" serfs. Remember the original Agenda 2030 video before the WEF

pulled it due to outrage?.."We will not own anything and be happy." Again, there's a more comprehensive fraud taking place, and

dividing the masses over "vaccines " and viruses is merely a means to an end...In sum, we cannot let our guard down, it's far from over.
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djmallosoptusnet.com.au
Joined On 11/14/2021 9:33:44 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I am confused about this issue with the PXzer vaccines. I read repeated articles stating that Comirnaty is the only one 'approved' but

that it's not being used in the USA. I live in Australia and I have seen with my own eyes vials labelled 'Comirnaty' in a pharmacy I work

in that does vaccinations. What's the deal with that?
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Joined On 10/8/2019 9:54:33 AM
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www.youtube.com/watch  
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innovativest
Joined On 6/17/2011 10:32:06 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

What are the hidden interests and intuences that bring the FDA to continue declaring that avoiding vaccination of covid will result in

wreck havoc?
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wendyb.
Joined On 4/27/2011 5:42:34 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Have you seen this? The covid vaccinations there are to be shut down as deemed a crime against humanity!

 truth11.com/2022/01/18/the-police-has-been-ordered-to-shut-down-all-va..  

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/21/2022 2:25:21 AM

' Like  ( Dislike
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stanleybecker
Joined On 11/12/2012 3:21:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

a message reads - " unable to play back as exceeds viewing capacity"

Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/21/2022 2:50:44 AM

' Like  ( Dislike

 

mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Wendyb, the woman is outspoken, clear and solid in her points, and courageous. The Xlm regrettably, does not say who she is,

nor with whom she is amliated. It would be interesting to know more. Linked below the movie you were so good to post, is an

article about warrant-bearing protestors demanding the arrests of CEOs of BigPharma

truth11.com/2022/01/21/jan-19-2022-big-pharma-ceos-hunted-by-sheriffs-..  

Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/21/2022 3:10:30 AM
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BeatriceW
Joined On 6/20/2006 7:25:32 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This might interest you too. www.europereloaded.com/former-policeman-mark-sexton-reports-crimes-aga..  

Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/21/2022 3:47:44 AM
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capri6
Joined On 7/20/2011 6:14:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

drtrozzi.org/2022/01/15/now-covid-culprits-in-uk-gov-under-criminal-in..  

Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/21/2022 5:37:39 AM
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Someone should ship Fauci to their police department.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/21/2022 7:34:33 AM
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Ringer2
Joined On 8/30/2011 7:33:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Reached & listened and read avidly. Donated. Thanks!     https://www.europereloaded.com     Bookmarked and on my reading

list.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/21/2022 3:02:57 PM
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

They will close the banks very soon. Orchestrate an economic collapse like nothing seen before. Shutting down supply chains is just

the start.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/21/2022 8:56:40 AM
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AndymAndym
Joined On 4/26/2016 7:07:05 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

“FDA in Panic, Will the COVID Vaccine Be Their Downfall?” What about this headline? Cheap clickbait!

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/21/2022 5:35:49 AM
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wendyb.
Joined On 4/27/2011 5:42:34 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

So, if they are not allowed to claim “safe and effective” according to the FDA code, how is it they still brazenly do it after more than a

year? Was it just meant to be a suggestion?

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/21/2022 2:39:25 AM
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wwalkerware
Joined On 11/13/2009 2:05:29 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This happens because no one is sueing. If the few doctors with testicles would sue, sue, sue this would end Pronto.  SUE THE

BASTARDS!

Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/21/2022 9:55:32 AM
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Welshie
Joined On 12/4/2013 6:48:49 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The article has an error. In the Story-at-a-Glance section it states that Comirnaty has received full license. Mercola's prior article

entitled "The Real Reason they want to give Covid Jabs to kids" said: "Comirnaty is not fully approved and licensed. It’s only “ready for

approval.” Comirnaty is licensed to be manufactured, introduced into state commerce and marketed, but it's not licensed to be given to

anyone, and it's not yet available in the United States." That was an article with Alix Mayer who is linked in here in a video...The

non-approved status was discussed...Those of us concerned by this issue need to be clear on the non-licensed issue because FDA,

every politician and even Supreme Court Justices are pushing the lie of an FDA approved version.
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Ringer2
Joined On 8/30/2011 7:33:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Please send a new email to the following:    editor@mercola.com

Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/21/2022 5:53:59 PM
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Lionel11
Joined On 5/5/2021 10:08:34 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"Comirnaty, on the other hand, as a fully licensed product, does not enjoy this broad liability shield. It is subject to ordinary liability

claims".  Dr Mercola. I have written on this before but apparently to no avail The statement above, repeated over and over here, is false

ALL Vaccines have Fed liability protection in the US, going back to the Smallpox vaccines Please research during your "fact check"

before publishing!
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Ringer2
Joined On 8/30/2011 7:33:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Please send a new email to the following:  editor@mercola.com

Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/21/2022 6:18:23 PM
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Emilyette
Joined On 5/31/2007 12:17:27 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I've heard that a blood transfusion can help? But you'd want it to be from someone who is not vaxxed.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/21/2022 11:21:51 AM
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